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VISES 5

Features 
• top-of-the line vise for maximum durability.
• Deepest throat of all Reed bench vises.

Designed to provide decades of service, these cast Combination Bench & Pipe Vises 
carry Reed’s lifetime warranty. Steel pipe jaws made of heat-treated, hardened steel 
are double-sided to reverse jaws once before replacement. Jaw facings are replaceable, 
too. This yields long jaw life. Combination vises are designed with maximum throat 
depth for greater clamping action to hold large parts. Forged steel, geared clamp bolt  
on swivel base maintains positive lock to avoid slippage under heavy pressure.

ComBinAtion BenCh & PiPe vise

Features 
• Mid-level pricing for a well-made, durable vise.
• The vise screw and nut are enclosed to keep out dirt, and they are permanently   
 lubricated.
• Rubber washers on the handle reduce finger pinching injuries.

Mid-line vises are of strength and price between the Combination Vise and Utility Vise. 
Design features a machined work surface. The main screw and nut are totally enclosed 
to keep out dirt and eliminate wear. Straight line pull through the bar and the body 
greatly reduces wear on main vise nut. Mid-line vises are imported and have  
replaceable, hardened steel jaw facings and replaceable pipe jaws which are  
serrated and heat-treated. The base swivels 360° and has two swivel base locking 
clamps with toothed engagement.

Features 
• Vise features a swivel base for flexibility.
• good value, reliable model for the price.
• Rubber washers on the handle reduce finger pinching injuries.

Heavy-duty design strengthens this ideal utility workshop vise. Cast vises with pipe 
jaws, anvil and horn feature a swivel base with positive locking in addition to 
replaceable, hardened steel, serrated jaw facings for user convenience. 26B is the 
strongest vise of the utility vise line; consider it for larger workloads. These quality 
vises are imported.

utility worKshoP vises

 704** 01385 3.45 88 4 102 4.5 114 1/2 - 2 36.0 16.4
 705** 01387 3.75 95 5 127 5.5 140 1/4 - 2 1/2 47.0 21.4
 706** 01389 4.10 104 6 152 5.7 146 1/4 - 3 1/2 61.0 27.7
 708** 01390 4.75 120.7 8 203 8.25 209.6 1/4 - 3 1/2 91.5 41.6
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**3 or more pieces in any combination must ship by truck freight. 
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 24 1/2C 01522 2 1/2 64 4 1/2 115 4 102 18.0 8.2
 25 1/2C 01532 3 76 5 1/2 140 5 127 27.0 12.3
 26 1/2C 01542 3 3/8 86 6 1/2 165 6 152 41.0 18.6
 26B 01545 4 3/16 120 6 150 6 152 60.0 27.3
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 2CA 01360 5 3/8 137 4 1/2 114 5 127 1/8 - 3 1/2 60.0 27.3
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miD-line vises

Only Reed has backed up its bench vises with 
a Lifetime Warranty for over 100+ years.
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Vises have enclosed screw assembly 
for all-weather protection.
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